Background
==========

Recent investigations indicate that use of alternative initiation codons for protein translation expands the diversity of protein products encoded by mammalian genomes. Alternative initiation addresses the selection of non-AUG codons of mRNAs as start sites for protein translation. Utilization of alternative translation initiation codons (aTIS) has been demonstrated with increasing frequency in mammalian species, as well as in viruses, yeast, and Drosophila \[[@B1]\].

It is known that a single mRNA may give rise to multiple protein isoforms based on utilization of alternative initiation codons \[[@B1]\]. Thus, non-AUG codons, as well as the classical AUG start codon, should be jointly considered in mechanisms for translation of mRNAs.

Numerous mammalian regulatory proteins utilize alternative initiation sites. Many of these proteins utilizing aTIS participate as regulators of metabolism, intracellular signal transduction, transcription and gene expression, growth mechanisms, and related cellular functions. For example, translation of dihydrofolate reductase mRNA can utilize GUG, UUG, CUG, AUA, AUC, and AUU codons as shown in mutagenesis studies \[[@B2]\]. While comprehensive research on all possible mechanisms for selection has not been performed, it has been noted that successful translation at an aTIS can result from leaky scanning or internal entry of ribosomes \[[@B1]\]. Isoforms of the tyrosine kinase *hck*are specified by alternative translation initiation sites \[[@B3]\]. Novel protein isoforms of the Wilms\' tumor (WT) suppressor gene, *WTI*, are generated by translation initiation at a CUG codon \[[@B4]\]. Furthermore, human fibroblast growth factor (FGF) utilizes CUG start sites for the production of unique isoforms of FGF \[[@B1]\]. In all three cases, the isoforms result in significant differences in localization and therefore function. Transcription factor, c-myc, is known to result in isoforms from aTIS start site CUG that results in unique transcriptional activity and is expressed higher in high cell density in lymphoid, erythroid and embryo fibroblast cells \[[@B9]\]. These examples represent the expanding group of mammalian proteins produced by alternative initiation for synthesis of proteins that regulate biological processes in health and disease.

While analysis of the human genome utilized AUG for initiation of protein translation from predicted mRNAs \[[@B5]\], alternative initiation sites have not yet been considered for predictions of translated protein gene products. It is essential to computationally define the properties of aTIS to allow prediction of alternative initiation codons and resulting protein products. For this reason, this bioinformatic study analyzed the nucleotide sequence parameters of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs that utilize aTIS to determine the unique profile of nucleotide sequence properties that can accurately predict alternative initiation codons in mammalian mRNAs.

In the first part of this bioinformatic analysis, a classification tree that assessed the properties of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs determined the presence or absence of potential aTISs. In the second part of this bioinformatic study, critical parameters of 5\'-UTRs were subjected to analyses by an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that identified the predicted aTIS codon and its location. Systematic evaluation of primary and secondary 5\'-UTR regions of mRNA sequences provided knowledge of the most influential parameters for accurate prediction of aTIS. Importantly, training with a group of mRNAs known to utilize aTIS resulted in highly reliable bioinformatic predictions of aTIS by the integrated analyses of the classification tree and the ANN systems. This achievement for bioinformatic prediction of aTIS is an important step towards predicting protein products derived from utilization of alternative translation initiation sites.

Results
=======

aTIS Training Set
-----------------

The classification tree and ANN analyses utilized a training set of mRNA sequences that have been experimentally demonstrated to use alternative initiation sites for protein translation \[[@B1],[@B3],[@B7]-[@B30]\]. A positive training set of mammalian mRNAs that utilize aTIS for protein translation was obtained as validated RefSeq sequences (shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This group of 45 non-redundant mRNAs was considered exclusively for training since these mRNAs were validated and confirmed by curators to utilize aTIS \[[@B6]\]. Human, mouse, and rat mRNAs are primarily represented (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Functional classification of mRNA sequences containing aTIS locations demonstrated that the translated proteins are responsible for highly regulated functions that include growth factors, transcriptional regulation, protein kinases, nucleotide metabolism, viral functions, protein translation, calcium (and cation) and ATP binding, and apoptosis (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It will be important to define the nucleotide sequence properties of the 5\'-UTR domains that define use of aTIS for mRNA translation of such regulatory proteins.

###### 

Mammalian mRNAs that Utilize Alternative Initiation Sites (non-AUG) for Protein Translation

  **Accession**                  **Protein Name**                                                                 **Codon**   **Species**         **Location**   **Ref**.
  ------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------------- -------------- ----------
  [NM_002110](NM_002110)         hemopoietic cell kinase (hck)                                                    CUG         Homo sapiens        172            \[3\]
  [NM_010407](NM_010407)         hemopoietic cell kinase (hck) phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate synthetase 1-like 1   CUG         Mus musculus        186            \[3\]
  [NM_175886](NM_175886)         (PRPS1L1)                                                                        ACG         Homo sapiens        82             \[7\]
  [NM_008523](NM_008523)         leukocyte tyrosine kinase (ltk), tv 1                                            CUG         Mus musculus        228            \[8\]
  [NM_206941](NM_206941)         leukocyte tyrosine kinase (ltk), tv 2                                            CUG         Mus musculus        228            \[8\]
  [NM_002467](NM_002467)         v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (Myc)                              CUG         Homo sapiens        525            \[9\]
  [NM_012603](NM_012603)         myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (Myc)                                    CUG         Rattus norvegicus   537            \[9\]
  [NM_013185](NM_013185)         hemopoietic cell kinase (hck)                                                    CUG         Rattus norvegicus   116            \[3\]
  [NM_003674](NM_003674)         cyclin-dependent kinase 10 (CDK10), tv 1                                         CUG         Homo sapiens        237            \[10\]
  [NM_003674](NM_003674)         cyclin-dependent kinase 10 (CDK10), tv 1                                         CUG         Homo sapiens        255            \[10\]
  [NM_052987](NM_052987)         cyclin-dependent kinase 10 (CDK10), tv 2                                         CUG         Homo sapiens        91             \[10\]
  [NM_052987](NM_052987)         cyclin-dependent kinase 10 (CDK10), tv 2                                         GUG         Homo sapiens        109            \[10\]
  [NM_194444](NM_194444)         cyclin-dependent kinase 10 (CDK10), tv 2                                         CUG         Mus musculus        91             \[10\]
  [NM_012890](NM_012890)         solute carrier family 30 (zinc), member 2 (Slc30a2)                              CUG         Rattus norvegicus   52             \[11\]
  [NM_000378](NM_000378)         Wilms tumor 1 (WT1), tv A                                                        CUG         Homo sapiens        197            \[4\]
  [NM_003213](NM_003213)         TEA domain family member 4 (TEAD4), tv 1                                         UUG         Homo sapiens        275            \[12\]
  [NM_013507](NM_013507)         p97, repressor translation                                                       GUG         Mus musculus        333            \[13\]
  [NM_014293](NM_014293)         neuronal pentraxin receptor (NPR)                                                CUG         Homo sapiens        155            \[14\]
  [NM_030689](NM_030689)         neuronal pentraxin receptor (NPR)                                                CUG         Mus musculus        126            \[14\]
  [NM_030841](NM_030841)         neuronal pentraxin receptor (NPR)                                                CUG         Rattus norvegicus   115            \[14\]
  [NM_009736](NM_009736)         Bcl2-associated athanogene 1 (BAG1)                                              CUG         Mus musculus        34             \[15\]
  [NM_004323](NM_004323)         BCL2-associated athanogene (BAG1)                                                CUG         Homo sapiens        73             \[16\]
  [NM_003889](NM_003889)         Human nuclear receptor (hPAR)                                                    CUG         Homo sapiens        1840           \[17\]
  [NM_002006](NM_002006)         fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2)                                                CUG         Homo sapiens        303            \[18\]
  [NM_002006](NM_002006)         fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2)                                                CUG         Homo sapiens        330            \[18\]
  [NM_002006](NM_002006)         fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2)                                                CUG         Homo sapiens        345            \[18\]
  [NM_002006](NM_002006)         fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2)                                                CUG         Homo sapiens        69             \[18\]
  [NM_021182](NM_021182)         minor histocompatability antigen HB-1                                            CUG         Homo sapiens        108            \[19\]
  [NM_130385](NM_130385)         tumor suppression (MRVI1)                                                        CUG         Homo sapiens        502            \[20\]
  [NM_194464](NM_194464)         tumor suppression (MRVI1)                                                        CUG         Mus musculus        647            \[20\]
  [NM_003214](NM_003214)         TREF-5 transcription enhancer factor                                             AUA         Homo sapiens        161            \[21\]
  [NM_199072](NM_199072)         Human I-mfa domain-containing protein (HIC)                                      GUG         Homo sapiens        264            \[22\]
  [NM_031895](NM_031895)         calcium channel, voltage-dependent (CACNG8)                                      CUG         Homo sapiens        104            \[23\]
  [NM_023064](NM_023064)         spatial stromal protein associated thymii and lymph node                         CUG         Mus musculus        84             \[24\]
  [NM_020860](NM_020860)         stromal interaction molecule 2 (STIM2)                                           UUG         Homo sapiens        531            \[25\]
  [NM_133231](NM_133231)         regulatory factor X-associated protein (RFXAP)                                   ACG         Mus musculus        97             \[26\]
  [NM_006386](NM_006386)         DEAD box protein (DDX17)                                                         CUG         Homo sapiens        75             \[27\]
  [NM_010592](NM_010592)         Leucine zipper DNA binding protein (JUND1)                                       CUG         Mus musculus        139            \[28\]
  [NM_138875](NM_138875)         Leucine zipper DNA binding protein (JUND1)                                       CUG         Rattus norvegicus   294            \[28\]
  [NM_001025366](NM_001025366)   vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), tv 1                                  CUG         Homo sapiens        492            \[1\]
  [NM_001025367](NM_001025367)   vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), tv 3                                  CUG         Homo sapiens        666            \[1\]
  [NM_001025368](NM_001025368)   vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), tv 4                                  CUG         Homo sapiens        908            \[1\]
  [NM_003376](NM_003376)         vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), tv 2                                  CUG         Homo sapiens        645            \[1\]
  [NM_001017371](NM_001017371)   Sp3 transcription factor (SP3), tv 2                                             AUA         Homo sapiens        385            \[29\]
  [NM_001038634](NM_001038634)   DNase X (LOC515176)                                                              CUG         Bos taurus          185            \[30\]

This positive set of 45 validated RefSeq mammalian sequences have been identified as containing at least one alternative initiation site. This information was obtained from Genbank records and includes accession, protein name, annotated start codon, species and the relative start position. References for each alternative start site are provided (last column).

![**Functional classification of proteins derived from mRNAs utilizing alternative translation initiation sites**. The positive training set, consisting of verified Mammalian RefSeq mRNA sequences, was analyzed for functional biological categories. These annotations were compiled via BLAST searches and subsequent Gene Ontology (GO) and protein family analysis. The chart depicts the protein functions represented by the identified aTIS sequences. The functions of these proteins are significant for biological regulation.](1471-2105-9-232-1){#F1}

Codon Context
-------------

A specific investigation of start codon context was performed in order to determine the most optimal representation for classification and identification. The traditional Kozak consensus sequence ranges from -5 to +6 with the critical base positions located at -3 and +4 \[[@B31]\]. To study the effects of more distant codons, we analyzed a larger window for nucleotides at positions -10 to +10 (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We identified the critical positions in this window that represent unique consensus sequences near aTIS (Fig. [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) using an adaptation of the WebLogo application \[[@B32]\]. WebLogo presents a graphical representation of the conservation of nucelotides at each position in the supplied window. In order to compare the results of aTIS conservation, we performed the same analysis on the negative set of sequences which used AUG as the start site (Fig. [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) Notably, the distinct consensus sequences at the aTIS (Fig. [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) differ from consensus sequences at AUG initiation sites (Fig. [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The 5\'-UTR of the aTIS sequences showed conservation of G and C in the -6 position, and C in the -7 position, which were present at a significant level in the positive training set. In contrast, the AUG initiation sites showed consensus at position -3 for A and G, and at position 4 for G and A; these characteristics represent features of the Kozak sequence \[[@B31]\]. Clearly, consensus 5\'-UTR sequences near aTIS differ from those near AUG initiation sites.

![**Unique consensus sequences at aTIS compared to non-aTIS (AUG) in the 5\'-UTR region of mRNAs**. Figures 2A and 2B where generated with an adaptation of the WebLogo application \[32\]. The overall height of the nucleotide stack indicates the sequence conservation at that position, while the height of nucleotide symbols within the stack indicates the relative frequency of each base at that position. The start site is indicated at positions 1, 2, and 3. **(A) Distinct consensus nucleotide sequences near confirmed alternative translation initiation sites in mammalian mRNAs**. The relative abundance of nucleotides (A, T, C, G) at aTISs is shown for a window of -10 to +10 bases at the initiation codon, with the aTIS start codon in positions 1, 2, and 3. Conservation around all of the alternative start sites aTISs is illustrated. Note the strong conservation of (G/C) at the -6 position and C at the -7 position. **(B) Consensus nucleotides near AUG translation initiation sites in mammalian mRNAs**. Graphical representation of relative nucleotide abundances at AUG sites is shown for bases in the region of -10 to +10 bases relative to the initiation codon, with the AUG codon in positions 1, 2, and 3. Conservation at the -3 and +4 locations are consistent with traditional Kozak consensus sequence. These features are distinguished from that of thte aTIS sequences which show conservation at positions -6 and -7 (Figure 2A).](1471-2105-9-232-2){#F2}

Sequence Classification
-----------------------

The goal of the classification tree was to determine the critical parameters that provide the most accurate categorization of sequences that utilize aTIS, and those sequences that do not use aTIS. Analyses of 5\'-UTR sequence properties illustrated that mRNAs utilizing aTIS possess distinct parameters with respect to consensus sequences, nucleotide sequence features, and secondary structure (shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The consensus sequence pattern of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs with aTIS was considered exclusively for consensus at the -6 position (nucleotide G and C) and the -7 position (nucleotide C), in contrast to the traditional Kozak consensus pattern (at positions -3, +4). Nucleotide sequence structural features were also considered with respect to the length of the mRNA, 5\'-UTR length, G/C ratio, number of upstream AUGs, and codon bias. Secondary structure was assessed by the presence or absence of Internal Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) which directs translation, and the Glucose Transporter 1 (GLUT1) or Terminal Oligopyrimidine (TOP) features which inhibit translation \[[@B33]\]. These properties allowed classification of the mRNA sequences into the \'Yes\' category for the presence of an aTIS, or the \'No\' category for the absence of an aTIS (illustrated in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

5\'-UTR Sequence Parameters Utilized for Analyses by the Classification Tree

  **Parameters**                           **Description**                                  **Range**
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------
  **[Consensus Sequence Patterns]{.ul}**                                                    
  Pattern \#1 (G/C, C)                     Position -6/-7                                   Yes/No
  Pattern \#2 (Kozak)                      Position -3/+4                                   Yes/No
  **[5\'-UTR Sequence Parameters]{.ul}**                                                    
  5\'-UTR Length                           Length of 5\'-UTR                                80 to 2000 bp
  mRNA Sequence Length                     Full mRNA length                                 350 to 5000 bp
  G/C Ratio                                Ratio of G to C                                  0.4 to 3
  GC Percentage                            Percentage of GC content                         0.3 to 0.9
  A/T Ratio                                Ratio of A to T                                  0.2 to 8
  Number of AUGs                           Number of upstream AUGs from first start site.   0 to 19
  Codon Bias                               Codonw                                           0.02 to 1.0
  **[Secondary Structure]{.ul}**                                                            
  IRES                                     UTRScan/NCBI                                     Yes/No
  GLUT1                                    UTRScan/NCBI                                     Yes/No
  TOP                                      UTRScan/NCBI                                     Yes/No

This table illustrates the parameters (properties) of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs utilizing aTIS with respect to distinct consensus sequence patterns compared to the traditional Kozak pattern, sequence parameters of 5\'-UTR regions, and secondary structure features. The distinct consensus sequence pattern consists of C at position -6 and G/C at position -7 (Fig. 2A). 5\'-UTR length is defined as the length of the mRNA sequence from the beginning of the 5\'-UTR to the translation initiation site and sequence length as annotated in GenBank. Number of AUGs is determined from the start of the 5\'-UTR to the first annotated start site. Secondary structure features considered are Internal Ribosome Entry Sites (IRES), Glucose Transporter 1 (GLUT1), and Terminal Oligopyrimidine (TOP).

![**Classification tree for identification of mRNAs with alternative translation initiation sites (aTIS)**. The C4.5 classification are displayed here in the form of a decision tree. Training, testing, and cross-validation produced a set of \'if-then\' rules that allowed the sequences containing the aTISs to be classified independently from sequences that do not possess aTISs. The critical parameters for the classification tree consisted of number of upstream AUGs, 5\'-UTR length, consensus sequences (at positions-6/-7), the presence or absence of the Internal Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) structure, as well as G/C ratio.](1471-2105-9-232-3){#F3}

For purposes of training the classification tree, 41 of the 45 validated aTIS sequences were used as the positive training set, combined with an equal number (41) from the negative AUG training set randomly selected from the 500 sequences from the negative set; this provided a \'training\' set of 82 mRNA sequences. The negative AUG set was composed of validated RefSeq mammalian sequences known to translate with one or more AUG start sites, and which have not been identified as utilizing aTIS \[see Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. The C4.5 classification tree was used as the algorithm to categorize mRNAs as those that utilize aTIS, and those that do not utilize aTIS. Testing under several conditions defined the properties for the \'Yes\' and \'No\' decision tree that considered the distinct properties of aTIS with respect to upstream AUGs, 5\'-UTR length, distinct consensus sequences at positions -6 and -7, IRES secondary structure, and G/C ratio (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The classification tree demonstrated a high level of accuracy in classifying mRNAs for aTIS (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). With the \'training\' set, the classification tree correctly classified 81 out of 82 sequences. An \'independent testing\' set composed of 4 positive validated aTIS sequences and 4 negative AUG sequences, resulted in the correct classification of 7 out of the 8 sequences. In both \'training\' and \'independent testing\' sets, the classification tree correctly identified all sequences containing aTISs. Due to the small size of the \'training\' set, 10-fold \'cross-validation\' was performed and resulted in correct classification of 87 sequences out of the total of 90 sequences. Cross-validation is the process by which the data set (consisting of the combined \'training\' and \'independent\' sets) is divided into 10 random segments and tested for observation of any differences in error resulting from the randomization. The high number of correctly classified aTIS sequences by cross-validation supports decisions of the classification tree. The decision tree then evaluated a \'provisional\' aTIS set of sequences. The provisional set contained the positive set of 43 RefSeq sequences *predicted*to contain at least one aTIS combined with a negative set of 43 randomly selected AUG sequences, for a total of 86 sequences in the \'provisional\' set. The predicted set had high homology to the validated set, resulting in a total of 10 sequences from the 43 total identified to have conserved aTIS start sites among mammalian species \[see Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. Testing of the classification tree resulted in correct classification of 83 out of 86 sequences as those that contain aTIS form the \'provisional\' set.

The results of testing the various data sets (from Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) indicated that the classification tree utilized the 5\'-UTR properties consisting of the number of upstream AUG start sites, 5\'-UTR length, unique consensus sequence patterns at positions -7 and -6, IRES feature, and G/C ratio. Differences in these properties were observed for 5\'-UTR regions of aTIS compared to non-aTIS mRNAs (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The aTIS sequences were twice as likely to utilize the distinct (-7, -6) consensus pattern, as 60% of aTIS sequences contained this consensus pattern. Also, a higher portion of aTIS-containing sequences possessed IRES secondary structure, compared to non-aTIS sequences. Additionally, aTIS sequences appeared to contain longer 5\'-UTR domains compared to non-aTIS sequences. While the G/C ratio was less important than the other variables, it resulted in a split in the classification tree and, therefore, is included as a parameter required for the final classification results. Overall, these properties of the 5\'-UTR regions provided predictions of known aTIS within mRNAs by analyses with the classification tree.

###### 

C4.5 Classification Tree Results

  **Data Sets**           **\# of mRNAs from positive set with aTIS**   **Training Set Size, positive + negative**   **Correctly Classified**   **Incorrectly Classified**   **Mean Absolute Error**   **False Negatives**   **False Positives**
  ----------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  **Training**            41                                            82                                           81                         1                            0.0122                    0                     1
  **Independ. Testing**   4                                             8                                            7                          1                            0.1250                    0                     1
  **Cross-Validation**    45                                            90                                           87                         3                            0.0333                    0                     3
  **Full Negative Set**   0                                             500                                          469                        31                           0.062                     0                     31
  **Provisional**         43                                            86                                           83                         3                            0.0349                    0                     3

Results of the C4.5 classification tree on training, testing, cross-validation, full negative set and provisional data sets are presented here. The classification tree was able to effectively distinguish between sequences that contain aTIS sites and those that do not. The 45 RefSeq sequences validated as containing alternative start sites were combined with 45 randomly selected sequences without alternative start sites resulting in 90 sequences used for the data sets and training. Of these 90 sequences, 82 were used for the \'training\' set and the remaining 8 were used as an \'independent\' testing set. \'Cross-validation\' of the C4.5 classification tree was performed using 10 fold cross-validation on the full set of 90 sequences, represented by the training and independent testing sets. The \'Full Negative Set\' was the full set of 500 non-aTIS sequences which was compiled for generation of testing sets. The resulting performance of this set provides a measure of the ability of the classification tree to generalize to larger datasets. The \'provisional\' set consisted of sequences predicted to contain at least one aTIS; this data set performed well during classification. The Mean Absolute Error is calculated as the fraction of incorrectly classified sequences compared to the total number of mRNA sequences in the designated training sets.

###### 

Significant Parameters Utilized by C4.5 Classification Tree as Properties to Determine aTIS

  **Parameters**                   **aTIS Sequences**   **non-aTIS Sequences**            
  -------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------ -------- --------
  **Number of AUGs**               2.41                 3.16                     1.72     2.73
  **5\' UTR Length**               477.23               1303.24                  100.24   278.97
  **(-7,-6) Consensus Sequence**   60%                  n/a                      27.6%    n/a
  **IRES**                         58%                  n/a                      11.84%   n/a
  **G/C Ratio**                    1.11                 0.47                     1.00     0.33

Critical parameters in the classification tree are illustrated with respect to their average values for alternative start sites and non-alternative start sites. Differences among these values facilitated the effective classification of mRNAs with aTIS. The number of AUGs is a count of the number of AUGs in the 5\'-UTR. Consensus sequences matches against a C in the -7 position from the start site and a G or C in the -6 position. The sequences are also scanned for the IRES secondary structure and the ratio of Guanine and Cytosine in the 5\' UTR is also measured. Although the G/C ratio was the least important variable, it resulted in a split in the classification tree and is, therefore, listed as an parameter required for the final classification results.

aTIS Identification by the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
----------------------------------------------------------

Identification of aTISs within mRNAs, based on selected parameters (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}), was achieved by analyses with the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm. Parameters used by the ANN analyses included the two consensus sequence patterns at positions -7 and -6, as well as positions -3 and +4, 5\'-UTR length, length of the open reading frame (ORF), number of upstream AUGs, the codon used for translation initiation, and G/C ratio. In addition, secondary structure considerations utilized calculation of the free energy of a 50-base pair stem-loop region containing the initiation codon (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) which was presented as input to the ANN. These parameters of 5\'-UTR mRNA regions were utilized by the ANN system for analyses and testing for identifying alternative initiation codons (Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

The ANN analyses were conducted with three types of data sets (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Firstly, the \'training\' set of the ANN was composed of 41 of the 45 aTIS positive training set, combined with and 41 of the 45 non-aTIS sequences within the same set of mRNAs, for a total of 82 members. The ANN analyses achieved 83% accuracy for predicting aTISs in this \'training\' set (Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). Of these, the ANN resulted in 7 false negatives and 7 false positives. Secondly, evaluation with a small \'independent testing\' set, composed of 4 sequences from the positive aTIS set and 4 randomly selected non-aTIS from the same 4 sequences (total of 8 sequences), resulted in 87.5% accuracy for identifying aTIS. Thirdly, the ANN analyzed a larger \'full\' set, consisting of the 45 aTIS sequences from the positive set and 7582 non-aTIS codons obtained from the same positive set of mRNAs, which comprised a total of 7627 sequences for the \'full\' set. Analyses of the \'full\' set provided a rigorous test of the ANN. The ANN correctly identified 37 of the 45 aTISs, and correctly identified 7087 of the non-aTISs, resulting in a high overall accuracy of 93.4%. Overall, these results demonstrate effective prediction of alternative initiation sites within 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs by the ANN system.

###### 

5\'-UTR Sequence Properties Utilized for Analyses by the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

  **Parameters**                           **Description**                                                  **Range**
  ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
  **[Consensus Sequence Patterns]{.ul}**                                                                    
  Pattern \#1 (C/(G/C)                     Position -6/-7                                                   Yes/No
  Pattern \#2 (Kozak)                      Position -3/+4                                                   Yes/No
  **[Consensus Sequence Patterns]{.ul}**                                                                    
  5\'-UTR Length                           Length of 5\'-UTR                                                80 to 2000 bp
  ORF Length                               Length of ORF from the annotated start codon to the stop codon   350 to 5000 bp
  Start Codon                              Frequency of aTIS in training set                                0 to1
  Number of AUGs                           Number of upstream AUGs from aTIS                                0 to 19
  G/C Ratio                                Normalized ratio of G to C                                       -1 to 1
  **[Secondary Structure]{.ul}**                                                                            
  Free Energy                              50 bp UnaFold                                                    -40 to 0
  Secondary Structure                      UnaFold                                                          0 = stem, 3 = loop

Properties of 5\'-UTR sequences of mRNAs using aTIS are shown according to their application in the ANN. The derivation of each feature is shown, as well as the range of representation to the ANN for training and testing. These features are implemented in the ANN analyses which includes refined representations of secondary structure.

###### 

Results of ANN aTIS Identification

  **Data Sets**         **\# of aTIS sites**   **Data Set Size**   **MSE (All)**   **MSE (aTIS)**   **MSE (non-aTIS)**   **% Correct**   **False Positives**   **False Negatives**
  --------------------- ---------------------- ------------------- --------------- ---------------- -------------------- --------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  **Training Set**      41                     82                  0.1165          0.1109           0.1221               82.9            7                     7
  **Independent Set**   4                      8                   0.0969          0.1436           0.0502               87.5            0                     1
  **Full Set**          45                     7627                0.0471          0.1138           0.0467               93.4            495                   8

Results of the ANN on the training, testing, and full data sets are shown here. For the purpose of identifying the aTISs, the 45 validated alternative start sites were combined with 45 non-alternative start sites randomly selected from the same sequences, resulting in a set of 90 sites. 82 of the 90 sites are used for the \'Training\' Set, and the remaining 8 are used as an \'independent testing\' set. Further all 7627 potential start sites from the full set of 45 sequences containing alternative start sites were compiled and tested by the ANN. The full set represents all potential start sites present in the 45 positive set of mRNAs, and tests the ability of the ANN to define which sites are likely to act as an alternative initiation start site.

![**Secondary structural features of alternative translation initiation sites in 5\'-UTR regions of mRNA**. Folding of a representative alternative start site in a stem-loop model using UNAFold centered on the start site is illustrated in this figure. The alternative start site, CUG, is circled in red. Features of this secondary structure served as inputs to the ANN. For each 50 base pair window surrounding the putative alternative initiation site (as shown in this figure), the local stability of the start codon itself and the free energy of the structure were recorded. The window size (50 bp) was experimentally determined as the minimum window size which produced consistent foldings through shifts in the folding window. Based on the scale of 0 to 3 scale, the stability would be measured as a 3 since the codon (all three bases) are present entirely in the loop structure.](1471-2105-9-232-4){#F4}

![**Organization of artificial neural network (ANN) for identification of alternative translation initiation sites (aTIS)**. To identify aTISs, this study used a feed-forward back-propagation ANN using Matlab\'s Neural Network toolbox. Artificial Neural Networks are a computational algorithm that uses layers of neurons with weighted edges connecting each layer to perform classification. To determine the specific ANN architecture, this study started with a static training set and modified the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the ANN as well as the activation function used for the neurons in each layer. The resulting ANN contained 10 neurons in the input layer, 20 neurons in the hidden layer and a single output neuron. Inputs to the ANN are normalized in order to negate the effect of measurements in different ranges. The output neuron provides values in the range \[0, 1\].](1471-2105-9-232-5){#F5}

Discussion
==========

Regulation of protein translation of mRNAs is critical for the control of gene expression. It is important to gain knowledge concerning mechanisms responsible for regulating translation of mRNAs into function protein gene products, especially those not yet discovered. Significantly, increasing numbers of mammalian mRNAs have been found to utilize alternative translation initiation sites (aTIS) for the expression of novel protein isoforms. Therefore, investigation of the parameters that define functional aTISs must be conducted to gain knowledge of factors that participate in generating the diversity of protein gene products.

In this study, bioinformatics analyses of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs utilizing aTIS by the joint classification tree and ANN system resulted in organization of key properties that provide prediction of aTIS for protein expression. Analyses by the classification tree of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs utilizing aTIS revealed the importance of distinct consensus sequences (at -7 and -6 positions), upstream AUGs, 5\'-UTR sequence length, G/C ratio, and IRES secondary structure as properties that categorized mRNAs as those with and without aTIS. The ANN further analyzed 5\'-UTR properties to identity aTIS sites among mRNAs sequences obtained from the classification tree as possessing aTISs. The combined classification tree and ANN analyses for aTIS provide a significant advance towards defining the properties of 5\'-UTR sequences for alternative initiation sites. Organization of selected criteria for identification of aTIS by the combined classification tree and ANN algorithm has far reaching potential for elucidation of novel protein isoforms with key regulatory functions.

More specifically, since alternative translation initiation is a rare process in mammalian mRNA, we ensured that the sequence classification algorithm does not exclude any sequences which may contain an aTIS. The classification algorithm is intended to identify sequences which *may*contain aTISs and should be investigated further. The algorithm supplied by the ANN then is able to utilize the results of the sequence classification algorithm and perform analysis on a significantly reduced set of sequences. The computational requirements of secondary structure determination applied in the aTIS location algorithm are significant, so the classification tree acts as a pre-filter.

Codon Context
-------------

The Kozak Consensus sequence as well as secondary structure is known to be critical in the determination of start sites \[[@B34],[@B35]\]. These two parameters were researched in detail for the best representation in the classification and identification algorithms. Independent analysis of the codon context served an important role of identifying how inclusive the window should be as well as the relative importance of individual base positions. In our investigation, we saw a clear preference of the -6 (G/C) and -7 (C) positions within our set of sequences containing aTISs. While the traditional Kozak consensus base positions (-3, +4) were also conserved, they were much more conserved within our negative set of sequences which did not utilize alternative translation. It is clear that within our set, -6 and -7 positions may be necessary if the alternative site is not in an ideal Kozak sequence.

It is also of note, that CUG was the most common aTIS found (80%) within the validated set and resulted in 50% of the aTISs in the predicted set. The GUG start site was the second most common site in the predicted set. This is consistent with initial studies done to compare the relative expression levels of products resulting from single base polymorphisms of the traditional AUG start site \[[@B2]\]. It is also of note, that CUG and GUG are the most common aTIS in species known to use this as form of expression regulation such as Drosophila and E-coli \[[@B36],[@B37]\].

Secondary Structure
-------------------

The specific nucleotide composition in a given region aids in determining the stability of the region in terms of the secondary structures that are produced \[[@B31],[@B38]\]. Secondary structures are composed of simple stems and loops resulting from RNA folding and bonding due to chemical interactions of the nucleotide bases. The stability of these structures is a result of the strength of the bonds that form them. Several patterns have been identified that lead to complex secondary structures. These structures have been identified for their specific effects on translation during various biological conditions. The codon\'s position within the structure effects the efficiency of ribosome scanning and binding \[[@B34],[@B39]\]. The greater the stability, the more difficult it is for the ribosome to bind and begin translation. In terms of complex structures, the individual loops are known to be less stable than the stem portions. The stability is measured in terms of free energy, and energies greater than -50 kcal/mol are known to be inhibitory \[[@B33]\]. While these inhibitory regions aid to halt ribosome scanning and begin translation, stable downstream secondary structures can direct ribosomal scanning and aid in translation initiation \[[@B35]\]. Consideration of the structures as well as the related free energies were critical in examining their effect on alternative initiation.

Sequence Classification
-----------------------

Since the C4.5 classification algorithm operates on the theory of information gain, parameters yielding the greatest information occur earlier in the classification tree. By using a set of continuous and categorical variables, we achieved a set of \'if-then\' rules capable of identifying mRNA sequences which are likely to contain aTISs. The clustering algorithm indicated that the most critical parameters included the number of upstream AUGs, UTR length, the consensus sequence pattern featuring positions -6 and -7, the presence or absence of the IRES, and the G/C ratio.

In situations where no other AUGs are present, alternative initiation may occur at an alternative start site in an ideal consensus sequence. This accounts principally for the fact that a count of zero AUGs is a high indication of alternative initiation in our decision tree. On the other hand, multiple AUGs are often an indication that translation is highly regulated. Unique protein isoforms may be produced at various efficiencies allowing for lower or higher expression levels of a particular product. The length of the 5\'-UTR has always been considered an indication of highly regulated sequences. Long 5\'-UTRs often contain complex, stable secondary structures, and other long regulatory sequences \[[@B33],[@B35],[@B40]\]. The influence of both the novel consensus sequences (at positions -7 and -6) and the Kozak consensus sequences were consistent with the previous examination of the patterns within our training set. The G/C ratio was also determined to be an influential feature in classification. With a higher the G/C ratio, more inhibition is present for translation. Finally, the presence of secondary structures, specifically the IRES was critical for classification. Notably, IRES structures are important for their directional influence on translation \[[@B33]\].

aTIS Identification by the Classification Tree and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The resulting decision made by the classification tree provided near perfect classification of mRNAs with aTIS, utilizing a defined set of parameters. The purpose of the ANN was to then evaluate these critical parameters to further examine the role of secondary structure in a broader investigation aimed at actual identification of predicted aTIS. By examining all potential start sites with the ANN, this study was able to assess the predictive potential of the resulting network as applied to a much larger data set in which many of the examples were not known to be aTISs. On the initial training set of data, the ANN achieved 82.9% accuracy. When this was expanded to the much larger data set of all potential start sites, the ANN achieved 93.4% overall accuracy in the full data set of all potential start sites using aTIS and AUG start sites. It should be noted that the predicted set was highly homologous to the validated set. Significantly, these results compare favorably with previous prediction algorithms developed for AUG start site location which have been found to yield optimal results from 82% to 94% accuracy \[[@B41],[@B42]\]. We attribute these results to factoring in structural information which was not examined in previous predictive start site algorithms.

We note that our ability to fully consider secondary structure is limited by the inability to determine structures under the biological conditions which have in some cases, modified the folding, to permit the selection of an aTIS. Specific examples of conditions such as stress, heat and salinity effecting the selection of the aTIS and thus resulting isoforms has been noted in fibroblast growth factor (FGF2) where specific conditions favor the AUG isoform with a localization in the cytoplasmic region and the remaining CUG isoforms localize within the nucleus \[[@B1]\].

The ANN system utilized multiple parameters for analyses, consisting of the 5\'-UTR length, ORF length, free energy, downstream free energy, local secondary structure, (-3,+4) and (-7,-6) consensus sequences, G/C ratio, aTIS codon, and AUG count. All of these parameters were required for optimum ANN analyses. The parameters involving structural features (free energy, secondary structure, and consensus sequences) were especially important, since their removal resulted in results equivalent to random selection. Significantly, the ANN analyses has defined multiple parameters that together allow identification of alternative initiation sites.

Overall, the classification tree and ANN system provide prediction of alternative initiation sites of mRNAs, based on the distinct profile of 5\'-UTR sequence properties of aTIS. The ability to evaluate alternative translation initiation sites in mammalian sequences has far reaching potential for the discovery of previously unknown proteins.

Conclusion
==========

Alternative initiation of translation is responsible for the synthesis of protein isoforms that have distinct biological functions. To facilitate the discovery of new alternative translation initiation locations, this bioinformatic study provided the combined classification tree-ANN approach for the identification of potential alternative initiation start sites using a critical group of parameters representing sequence properties of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs. This approach provided a high degree of accuracy when tested against a set of previously identified aTISs. The two-phase approach to this study allows for the classification tree to rapidly identify sequences which may contain aTIS and for the ANN to take on the more computationally intensive process of selecting the start site location. The predictive folding conducted by the ANN is a computationally intensive process which must be repeated for every potential start site used by the ANN. For the purpose of batch processing, the classification tree allows for filtering out sequences which do not contain alternative start sites prior to the ANN phase. Current algorithms for gene prediction in mammalian species do not consider the potential for alternative initiation and as a result, it is likely that this phenomenon has led to an under representation of proteins. Future elucidation of all potential alternative initiation sites for protein translation is required to understand the breadth of genome functions that underlie health and disease conditions.

Methods
=======

Data Sets for Classification Tree and ANN (Artificial Neural Network)
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The positive aTIS data set used for our experiment was compiled from RefSeq (curated division of GenBank) \[[@B6],[@B43]\]. We obtained a total of 45 non-redundant mammalian mRNAs that have been experimentally demonstrated to use aTIS for protein translation \[[@B1],[@B3],[@B6]-[@B30],[@B43]\]. These sequences were manually confirmed to be full-length via Blast against UTRdb, a repository of full length 3\'- and 5\'-mRNA sequences \[[@B44]\].

An exhaustive search was conducted across several mammalian species in the RefSeq database in order to build a negative data set of non-aTIS sequences. All sequences were required to be validated RefSeq sequences with 5\' UTR sequence. From this set, a balanced set was constructed of both highly and non-highly regulated sequences based on the length of the 5\' UTR and the length of the ORF. The final set of non-aTIS sequences was comprised of 500 mRNA sequences from a variety of mammalian genomes representing both highly and non-highly regulated genes.

To test the classification tree on new sequences, a set of 43 provisional sequences were compiled. To construct the set of provisional sequences, provisional annotations of aTIS (not experimentally verified) in mRNA sequences of Genbank were compiled. In addition, further provisional aTIS sequences were compiled by analyses of the positive aTIS set within a 120 bp region containing the verified alternative start sites by BLAST searches against the mammalian EST database; resulting sequences that possessed greater than 95% homology with at least one member of the aTIS positive training set were considered provisional aTIS sequences.

Where the clustering algorithm performs on a sequence by sequence basis, the ANN examines individual codons within a specific sequence. In order to build a training set for the ANN, the start site locations in the 45 aTIS positive training sequences were identified. For each instance of an aTIS, a non-aTIS was randomly selected using one of two criteria consisting of (1) a window of -50 to +50 around the aTIS or (2) the closest like codon which was not an aTIS. These two selection criteria helped to ensure that the negative non-aTIS set was as robust as possible in order to avoid trivial classification results.

Functional Classification
-------------------------

Functional classification was performed on the positive set of aTIS sequences. NCBI\'s BLAST was used to find homologous sequences to the FASTA formatted input sequences. Gene Ontology (GO) terms were extracted from the top three BLAST hits for each sequence queried. In situations where GO terms were not annotated, domain and protein family annotations were used from BLOCKS, Pfam, and TIGRfam. Annotation rules were employed to assign GO terms to the query sequences. Keyword searches and manual verification allowed for the selection of one GO term in cases where functional discrepancies where identified.

Parameter Analyses by Classification Tree and ANN
-------------------------------------------------

### General parameters used in analyses by classification tree and ANN

The parameters used for analyses by the classification tree and ANN represent properties of 5\'-UTR regions of mRNAs that impact aTIS for alternative translation. This study first assessed global parameters for analysis by the classification tree, and then implemented further parameters for ANN analyses that utilized secondary stem-loop structural information near each potential start site. Extensive research into current theories regarding translation initiation was conducted in order to determine a maximal set of potential parameters to utilize in this study \[[@B1],[@B2],[@B31],[@B33]-[@B35],[@B38]-[@B40],[@B42]\]. Parameters identified through this research represented primary and secondary structure information as well as content specific information. After identifying an initial set of parameters, further experimentation was conducted to determine optimal parameter representation as well as the minimal set of parameters necessary for sequence classification and aTIS location. Distinct consensus sequence properties near the aTIS was considered with 5\'-UTR sequence features that included 5\'-UTR length, ORF length, number of upstream AUGs in the 5\' UTR region of mRNAs, G/C ratio, and related features. These factors were considered in the classification tree and subsequently in the ANN.

### Distinct consensus sequences near codons of aTIS for classification tree and ANN

Analyses of consensus nucleotide sequence patterns in each of the positive and negative training sets illustrated distinct properties. These analyses were performed on the positive set of mRNA sequences containing codons for aTIS as CUG, ACG, GUA, UUG, GUG, and AUA. Analyses of the positive training set in a window from -10 to +10 at the alternative start sites identified conservation of cytosine in the -7 position and either a guanine or cytosine in the -6 position. The resulting pattern matched with C(G/C)xxxxxnnnx where the \'nnn\' indicates the start site. On the other hand, analyses of the negative training set demonstrated the traditional Kozak Consensus Sequence \[[@B31]\] for a purine in the -3 position and guanine in the +4 position with respect to the AUG initiation site. The resulting pattern matched with (A/G)xxnnnG where the \'nnn\' indicates the start site.

### Codon bias

Different organisms show a variety of preferences for the codons that are used to code amino acids \[[@B44]-[@B46]\]. These preferences also vary between different genes within the same organism \[[@B45]\]. More conserved codons for a given organism may aid in translational accuracy and control \[[@B46]\]. Codon bias is a measure of the conservation of codons within a given gene \[[@B47]\]. This study, therefore, utilized the Effective Number of Codons as computed by the \"codonw\" program \[[@B48]\]. The effective number of codons is a measure of the synonymous codon usage within a given gene \[[@B49]\]. This number was computed for the full length sequence as input to the classification tree.

### Secondary structure features

For clustering purposes by the classification tree, we used categorical variables (presence or absence) to describe specific secondary structures known to direct or inhibit translation. The 5\' UTR sequences of both the positive and negative sets were searched against UTRsite, a database containing the nucleotide patterns of the structures under examination \[[@B44]\]. The results of these queries determined the exact locations of specific structures within these training sets, which included IRE, IRES, GLUT1, and TOP secondary structures. Furthermore, IRESite was used to manually annotate IREs structures that have been experimentally determined, but are not specifically annotated in GenBank \[[@B48]\]. A total of three structures were chosen for investigation by the classification tree consisting of internal ribosome entry site (IRES) \[[@B39]\], as well as Terminal Oligopyrimidine Tract (TOP) and Glucose transporter type-1 (GLUT1) \[[@B33]\].

For the training of the ANN, a more rigorous examination of secondary structure was conducted. Parameters used for representation of structural information included free energy, predicted structure, and local nucleotide composition. Local nucleotide composition utilized the two consensus patterns as well as the G/C ratio around the potential start site. The G/C ratio was measured in a range of \[-1, 1\]. The range for G/C ratio results in a \'-1\' if the region is entirely composed of cytosine and \'1\' if the region is entirely composed of guanine. High values in these categories are indicative of inhibitory patterns \[[@B1],[@B31],[@B35]\].

For ANN analyses, to predict the secondary structure and free energy at alternative start sites, UNAFold was used on a window of 50 nucleotides centered on the start codon. The program uses the melting energies of the bonds between nucleotides to determine the most stable structures for a given sequence \[[@B50],[@B51]\]. UNAFold returns a set of possible structures, ranked in order by the free energy of the structure, from which we considered the first and most stable structure reported. The window size was experimentally determined as the minimum window size which produced consistent foldings through shifts in the folding window. From the output of UNAFold, we obtain two parameters for training the ANN consisting of the free energy of the 50 nucleotide window, as well as a count of the number of nucleotides from the start site which occur in a loop structure. Prediction of secondary structure in a given location is difficult to predict accurately and can easily shift under slight fluctuations of temperature and salinity. To accommodate this uncertainty, the free energy provides a more general measure of structural stability of the region.

Clustering of Sequences for aTIS by the Classification Tree
-----------------------------------------------------------

The C4.5 implementation of a classification tree in Weka 3.4.1 \[[@B52]\] was used for training using two pre-defined clusters. Class A consisted of sequences that utilize alternative initiation to mediate translation. Class B consists of sequences that are restricted to AUG start sites. The first seven input parameters related to primary sequence features were inputted as discrete values; these parameters consisted of 5\'-UTR length, mRNA sequence length, G/C Ratio, GC percentage, A/T ratio, number of AUGs and codon bias. Training was performed through three runs utilizing a random selection of 41 negative instances from the set of 500 non-aTIS sequences compiled from RefSeq resulting in three independent classification trees. In all three cases, the classification trees used the same parameters at each split, with the only variation being in the split value. In order to merge the trees together, the split values were averaged together, resulting in a new tree. The performance of the resulting averaged tree was compared to the previous three and found to be better or equal to the previous three. With the 98.89% accuracy provided by the combined classifcation tree, we deteremined that the results were sufficient to proclude further testing. An independent testing set of four positive and four negative instances was compiled and tested against the resulting classification tree. The four positive instances in the testing set came from the unused aTIS sequences from the full set of 45 aTIS sequences. The four negative instances were randomly selected from the negative set of 500 prior to each run. A 10-fold cross-validation was subsequently performed by dividing the learning sample into ten roughly equal parts, each containing similar distribution for the classification variable.

Training Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for aTIS Identification
----------------------------------------------------------------

Artificial Neural Networks have been successfully used in the automated location of AUG translation initiation sites \[[@B41],[@B53]\]. In order to locate aTISs, this study used a fully connected feed-forward back-propagation ANN using the Matlab\'s Neural Network toolbox. Artificial Neural Networks are a computational algorithm which uses layers of neurons with weighted edges connecting each layer to perform classification. The input parameters are passed into the initial layer and the output layer determines the classification results. Using a pre-classified set of data, the ANN is trained to yield correct classification results through a process of updating the weighted edges using back-propagation of the classification error. The process of training the ANN is an iterative process that involves modifying parameter representation, factoring in new parameters and modifying the network structure until the desired performance is obtained.

To determine the specific ANN architecture we used a static training set and modified the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the ANN as well as the activation function used for the neurons in each layer. The resulting ANN contained 10 neurons in the input layer, 20 neurons in the hidden layer and a single output neuron. Inputs to the ANN are normalized in order to negate the effect of measurements in different ranges. The output neuron provides values in the range \[0, 1\] and is intended to provide a regression value to indicate a probability that a given location is an aTIS.

Parameter selection for the ANN was based on the results from the classification tree, with additional structural parameters factored in. These parameters were modified from the representation used by the classification tree to represent values in reference to the aTIS location. For example, where the sequence classification algorithm measured 5\'-UTR length from the beginning of the sequence to initial start site, the aTIS algorithm measures to the aTIS location.
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Negative set of Mammalian AUG, non-ATIS, mRNA Sequences. A set of 500 sequences were selected from Mammalian species that translate with one or more AUG start sites. These sequences were selected from the validated RefSeq database.
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###### Additional file 2

Provisional aTIS RefSeq mRNA Sequences. The provisional set of sequences were selected both from the annotated provisional non-AUG start sites and conserved non-AUG start sites found in aligned 120 bp fragments containing the alternative start sites from the positive aTIS training set.
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